Room with a View – Boca Raton
The design process is always a collaboration between
designer and client, and that process can be especially
rewarding with repeat clients. Designer Gerald Pomeroy
had the opportunity to design a second home in Boca
Raton for a beloved client, and the result speaks for itself.
The modern structure features floor to ceiling windows,
25-foot glass panels that maximize the magnificent ocean
vistas. This enviable view served as the inspiration for the
colors, fabrics, silhouettes and lighting for the project.

The dramatic, over-scale lanterns hanging in the living
area are unexpected and glamorous, draw the eye to
the living quarters and interact with the second floor as
well. The scale of furniture and mix of contemporary
with classics adds depth and interest. Because of
these extraordinary views, the chosen color palette
was organic, light and airy. Greens, blues and beiges
throughout the space allow Mother Nature to take the
lead.

“Because of the stark, modern nature of the structure,
we needed to think outside of the box to give it a warmer,
transitional vibe that was appropriate for my client with
her East Coast sensibilities,” said Pomeroy. He achieved
the desired look through the liberal use of textures and
glazes on wall surfaces as well as the unexpected choice
of fabric for the dramatic 25-foot panels framing the view
overlooking the ocean. He also introduced a contemporized
version of pilasters in warm driftwood brown to define the
spaces and add architectural detail.

Gerald Pomeroy Interiors, founded in 1995, has lived
up to its founding commitment to provide clients an
exceptional design experience as well as a breathtaking,
unique interior. Specializing in residential interiors, Gerald
and his team have created highly personal spaces that
have won multiple awards, been featured in leading
design publications, and extended his New Englandbased operation to New York, Chicago and Europe.
www.gpomeroyinteriors.com

